THE MILADY STANDARD ESTHETICS: ADVANCED, 2ND EDITION TEXTBOOK AND ITS STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES PROVIDE THE CURRICULUM FOR THE ENTIRE COURSE SEQUENCE FOR ESTHETICS PROGRAMS OFFERING ABOVE 600 HOURS (ONLY INCLUDES ADVANCED CONTENT. FUNDAMENTALS TEXT STILL REQUIRED)

MILADY STANDARD ESTHETICS: ADVANCED, 2ND EDITION
980 pp., 8 1/2” x 11”, Hardcover, ©2013

• Covers the broad areas of advanced skin sciences
• Addresses changes in esthetics and includes up-to-date information on the newest technology & products
• New information provided on advanced skin disorders and skin typing
• Broader ethnic skin coverage
• Aligned with a set of student and instructor supplements to enhance the teaching and learning process


STUDENT RESOURCES

STUDENT WORKBOOK
• Detailed, interactive exercises
• Reinforce learning
• Increase student comprehension

STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES
• Spiral-Bound
• Each of the procedures from the textbook
• Rubric for instructor or self grading
• Step-by-Step Photos
• Full-Color

STUDENT CD
• Video clips demonstrate procedures
• Computerized test bank
• Games
• Audio glossary

EXAM REVIEW
• Chapter-by-chapter multiple-choice questions
• Includes answer key

MILADY U ONLINE LICENSING PREPARATION
• Review and chapter tests for each chapter in the textbook
• Comprehensive tests created from a pool of hundreds of questions
• Reports determine areas to focus on
• Length of Access: 1 year
Printed Access Card

INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES

INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT SLIDES ON CD
• PowerPoint™ Slides
• Chapter-by-chapter outline of content

COURSE MANAGEMENT GUIDE BINDER
• Lesson Plans
• Transition Guides
• Answer Key to the Student Workbook

COURSE MANAGEMENT GUIDE ON CD
• All content from Course Management Guide Binder
• Computerized Test Bank with 1,000 questions
• Image Library with photos and illustrations from the textbook

STUDENT CD (SCHOOL VERSION)
• Contains all of the content from the Individual Version
• Can be loaded to multiple computers or school network

DVD SERIES
• 2-hours of content on 3 DVDs
• Contains many of the practical procedures from the textbook shown with step-by-step accuracy

Visit us online for more information:
milady.com/estheticsadvanced

1-800-998-7498 x2700 | info@milady.com
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

- **SKIN CARE BEYOND THE BASICS, 4TH EDITION**
  514 pp., 8” X 9 ¼”
  Softcover, ©2012

- **WORKBOOK**

- **COURSE MANAGEMENT GUIDE ON CD**

- **INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT SLIDES ON CD**

- **CLEARING CONCEPTS: A GUIDE TO ACNE TREATMENT**
  239 pp., 7 ¾” x 9 ¼”
  Softcover, ©2014

- **SKIN CARE PRACTICES AND CLINICAL PROTOCOLS: A PROFESSIONAL’S GUIDE TO SUCCESS IN ANY ENVIRONMENT**
  323 PP., 8” X 9¼”
  Softcover, ©2013

Visit us online for more information:
milady.com/estheticsadvanced
1-800-998-7498 x2700 | info@milady.com